Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban continues to posture himself as a potential mediator to end the war in Ukraine despite Russian President Vladimir Putin's rejection of mediation or serious negotiations. Orban is likely aiming to shift Western focus towards possible peace negotiations as part of his overarching effort to undermine European support for Ukraine. Orban published an op-ed in Newsweek on July 5 in which Orban accused NATO of choosing conflict over peace and stated that NATO was established to maintain peace.[1] Orban's op-ed follows his visits to Kyiv on July 2 and Moscow on July 5 to advocate for Russia and Ukraine to start negotiations.[2] Orban's efforts to push for negotiations are likely part of his ongoing effort to shift European focus to discussions about peace negotiations and away from discussions about military support for Ukraine. Orban has consistently opposed and undermined the European Union (EU)'s efforts to provide military assistance to Ukraine, and shifting Europe's focus away from military assistance supports this broader aim now that Hungary has assumed the EU Council presidency.[3] Bulgarian Prime Minister Dimitar Glavchev offered on July 5 for Bulgaria to mediate peace negotiations between Ukraine and Russia and emphasized that negotiations must comply with the UN charter and international law.[4] Turkish Foreign Minister Hakan Fidan similarly pushed for Ukraine to widen and accelerate Ukraine's ongoing peace process on July 6 to prevent "deepening polarization" and "prioritize diplomacy."[5]

Orban's and others' calls for negotiations and Ukraine's peace formula are distinct efforts with different aims, and Russian President Vladimir Putin has demonstrated that he is not interested in any negotiated agreements short of Ukraine's capitulation. Putin rejected Russian participation in possible ceasefire negotiations processes and denied interest in a ceasefire altogether on July 4 and 5.[6] Putin instead demanded Ukrainian capitulation through
"demilitarization" and the surrender of significant territory that Russia does not currently occupy — all following months of attempts to portray Russia as willing to negotiate but falsely painting Ukrainian officials as either unwilling or unable to negotiate.[7] Ukraine recently concluded the first of multiple summits with its partners to establish conditions for possible future negotiations that would result in an enduring peace on terms acceptable to Ukraine and its supporters, and dozens of partner states and international organizations, including Hungary, Turkey, and Bulgaria, signed a Joint Peace Communique affirming their support for Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity on June 16.[8] Ukraine's ability to pursue its own peace process is contingent on its ability to liberate operationally-significant territory. Ukraine cannot undertake successful counteroffensive efforts in support of this aim without Western military support in the near- and medium-terms.

Ukrainian forces struck energy infrastructure in Krasnodar Krai with drones on the night of July 5 to 6. The Krasnodar Krai Operational Headquarters stated that Russian forces shot down Ukrainian drones near Leningradskaya, Yeysk and Pavlovskaya, Krasnodar Krai on the night of July 5 to 6 and that falling drone debris damaged a cell phone tower in Yeysk and caused a fire at an oil depot in Pavlovskaya.[9] The Krasnodar Krai Operational Headquarters also stated that Ukrainian drones struck a fuel tank in Leningradskaya, Krasnodar Krai. Russian opposition outlet Astra posted footage on July 6 of fires at fuel tanks in Leningradskaya and the Lukoil oil depot in Pavlovskaya.[10]

Iran announced on July 6 that Iran and Russia signed a bank agreement on July 4 enabling Russia and Iran to trade in the Russian ruble and Iranian rial.[11] Iranian Central Bank Head Mohammadreza Farzin announced that he and Russian Central Bank Head Elvira Nabiullina also signed a memorandum of understanding on unspecified joint measures for both banks.

The Russian government continues efforts to isolate the Russian people from material it considers antithetical to state interests and ideology. Russian federal censor Rozkomnadzor announced on July 4 that it recently blocked Russians from accessing 25 mobile virtual private network (VPN) services.[12] Russian outlet RBK reported on July 4 that it obtained a letter from the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) demanding that Russian telecom operators prohibit clients from using foreign- and domestic-based Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) accounts, which allow clients to make phone calls via an Internet connection instead of a traditional phone line and are more difficult to trace.[13] The FSB alleged that the VoIP prohibition will help reduce fraud.[14] Rozkomnadzor announced in April 2024 that it began blocking 150 popular VPN services and restricting access to websites and social media posts that advertise VPNs as of March 1, 2024.[15] Russian State Duma Committee on Information Policy, Information Technology, and Communication Deputy Chairperson Oleg Matveychev stated in October 2023 that Rozkomnadzor is maintaining a list of VPNs that "comply" with existing Russian legislation and will continue to operate in Russia while Rozkomnadzor will block VPNs that "violate Russian laws."[16] Kremlin-sponsored outlet Izvestia clarified in March 2024 that Rozkomnadzor considers any VPN services that allow Russians to access prohibited content and resources as violating Russian law and eligible to be blocked.[17]

The Russian Ministries of Education, Higher Education, Science, and Culture have approved a plan to develop criteria for an annual review of works of literature, art, media, or other materials to determine if a work uses an "excessive" amount of foreign vocabulary.[18] The order claims that developing the criteria is part of the Russian government's efforts to protect Russia against "external destructive information, psychological influence, ... and activities aimed at destroying [Russia's] traditional values." The Kremlin's efforts to ban VPNs and identify works that employ "excessive use of foreign
“vocabulary” are part of ongoing efforts to consolidate control over the Russian information space and promote further Russian nationalist values domestically.

Key Takeaways:

- Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban continues to posture himself as a potential mediator to end the war in Ukraine despite Putin's rejection of mediation or serious negotiations. Orban is likely aiming to shift Western focus towards possible peace negotiations as part of his overarching effort to undermine European support for Ukraine.
- Orban's and others' calls for negotiations and Ukraine's peace formula, are distinct efforts with different aims, and Russian President Vladimir Putin has demonstrated he is not interested in any negotiated agreements short of Ukraine's capitulation.
- Ukrainian forces struck energy infrastructure in Krasnodar Krai with drones on the night of July 5 to 6.
- Iran announced on July 6 that Iran and Russia signed a bank agreement on July 4 enabling Russia and Iran to trade in the Russian ruble and Iranian rial.
- The Russian government continues efforts to isolate the Russian people from material it considers antithetical to state interests and ideology.
- Russian forces recently advanced near Kupyansk, Siversk, and Avdiivka.
- Russian federal subjects (regions) continue to increase monetary incentives to recruit contract soldiers (kontraktniki).
We do not report in detail on Russian war crimes because these activities are well-covered in Western media and do not directly affect the military operations we are assessing and forecasting. We will continue to evaluate and report on the effects of these criminal activities on the Ukrainian military and the Ukrainian population and specifically on combat in Ukrainian urban areas. We utterly condemn Russian violations of the laws of armed conflict and the Geneva Conventions and crimes against humanity even though we do not describe them in these reports.
• Russian Main Effort – Eastern Ukraine (comprised of three subordinate main efforts)
• Russian Subordinate Main Effort #1 – Push Ukrainian forces back from the international border with Belgorod Oblast and approach to within tube artillery range of Kharkiv City
• Russian Subordinate Main Effort #2 – Capture the remainder of Luhansk Oblast and push westward into eastern Kharkiv Oblast and encircle northern Donetsk Oblast
• Russian Subordinate Main Effort #3 – Capture the entirety of Donetsk Oblast
• Russian Supporting Effort – Southern Axis
• Russian Air, Missile, and Drone Campaign
• Russian Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts
• Russian Technological Adaptations
• Activities in Russian-occupied areas
• Ukrainian Defense Industrial Base Efforts
• Russian Information Operations and Narratives
• Significant Activity in Belarus

Russian Main Effort – Eastern Ukraine

Russian Subordinate Main Effort #1 – Kharkiv Oblast (Russian objective: Push Ukrainian forces back from the international border with Belgorod Oblast and approach to within tube artillery range of Kharkiv City)

Russian forces reportedly continued sabotage and reconnaissance activities along the international border area in northeastern Ukraine on July 6. A Russian milblogger claimed that Russian sabotage and reconnaissance groups entered Oleksandrivka and Popivka in Sumy Oblast (northwest of Zolochiv and directly on the border with Belgorod Oblast) and that Ukrainian forces are no longer present in the two settlements.[19] The milblogger noted that Russian forces have not started offensive operations in the area, however.[20] Russian forces reportedly recently seized positions in Sotynytskyi Kozachok (north of Zolochiv and directly on the border with Belgorod Oblast), although ISW has yet to observe confirmation of Russian forces holding enduring positions within the settlement.[21] Russian sabotage and reconnaissance activities likely aim to draw and fix Ukrainian forces along a wider front in the international border area, although this activity may portend future Russian offensive operations. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky stated on May 26 that Russian forces are concentrating a grouping of an unspecified size near the Ukrainian border 90 kilometers northwest of Kharkiv City in preparation for new offensive actions.[22] Russian forces could launch offensive operations from this area to the south in the direction of Zolochiv and Bohodukhiv, two Ukrainian towns northwest of Kharkiv City within 25 kilometers of the international border, or to the west in the direction of settlements along the P-45 highway that connects Bohodukhiv with Sumy City.[23] Russian forces have likely concentrated in the area to generate operational ambiguity about which direction they could start offensive operations in order to further fix Ukrainian forces in both directions. Recent Russian sabotage and reconnaissance activity has occurred in both directions and is likely meant to support Russian efforts to create operational ambiguity in the area.

Fighting continued north and northeast of Kharkiv City on July 6, but there were no confirmed changes to the frontline. The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces continued offensive operations north of Kharkiv City near Lyptsi and Hlyboke and northeast of Kharkiv City near Starytsya and Vovchansk.[24] Russian milbloggers claimed that Ukrainian forces conducted counterattacks near Lyptsi and Hlyboke, within and near Vovchansk, and near Tykhe (north of Vovchansk).[25] Ukrainian Kharkiv Group of Forces Spokesperson Colonel Yuriy Povkh stated on July 6 that Russian forces in the
Vovchansk area are attempting to regroup units by moving individual personnel, suggesting that Russian forces are concerned that even small manpower concentrations are vulnerable to Ukraine's reconnaissance fire complex (RFC).[26] Elements of the Russian 155th Naval Infantry Brigade (Pacific Fleet) are reportedly operating within Hlyboke, and Ukrainian journalist Yuriy Butusov stated that Ukrainian forces destroyed a battalion of the 7th Motorized Rifle Regiment (11th Army Corps [AC], Leningrad Military District [LMD]) near Lyptsi in June 2024.[27]
Assessed Control of Terrain Around Kharkiv as of July 6, 2024, 3:00 PM ET

A Russian source claimed on July 4 that Russian forces seized Sotnytskyi Kozachok.

Radius of 25 kilometers around Kharkiv (geodesic distance measurement)

Geolocated footage posted on July 4 indicates that Russian forces maintain positions at the Aggregate Plant in central Vovchansk.

Map by George Barros, Kateryna Stepchenko, Noel Mikkelsen, Daniel Meadie, Thomas Bergeron, Mitchell Belcher, Tom Thacker, Benjamin Cordola, and Harrison Hurwitz
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Significant Fighting in the past 24 Hours

Assessed Russian Advances in Ukraine*

Reported Ukrainian Partisan Warfare

Russian-controlled Ukrainian Territory before February 24

Claimed Russian Control over Ukrainian Territory

Russian Field Fortifications

Assessed Russian-controlled Ukrainian Territory

Claimed Ukrainian Counteroffensives

* Assessed Russian advances are areas where ISW assesses Russian forces have operated in or launched attacks against but do not control.

Note: Russian sources claimed on July 2 that Russian forces crossed the Siverskyi Donets River near Buhruvatka.
An often-critical Russian milblogger pointedly criticized the Russian military command for Russia’s lack of progress in the Vovchansk direction on July 5.[28] The milblogger claimed that Russian forces are far from achieving their objective of creating a 15-kilometer buffer zone and that Russian forces are struggling with coordination in the Vovchansk direction.[29] The milblogger claimed that Russian forces attacking within Vovchansk have already suffered a third of the casualties that Russian forces suffered in their four-month campaign to seize Avdiivka in late 2023 and early 2024.[30] Russian and Ukrainian sources have offered various figures for Russian casualties in the Avdiivka offensive, and it is unclear what figure the milblogger is using for his comparison, but nonetheless the milblogger is suggesting that Russian forces have suffered significant casualties so far in their effort to seize the small Ukrainian border town of Vovchansk. The milblogger pointedly placed the responsibility for the progress of Russian offensive operations in Vovchansk directly on Russian Northern Grouping of Forces and LMD Commander Colonel General Alexander Lapin.[31]

Assessed Control of Terrain Around Vovchansk as of July 6, 2024, 3:00 PM ET

Russian Subordinate Main Effort #2 – Luhansk Oblast (Russian objective: Capture the remainder of Luhansk Oblast and push westward into eastern Kharkiv Oblast and northern Donetsk Oblast)

Russian forces recently marginally advanced southeast of Kupyansk amid continued fighting along the Kupyansk-Svatove-Kreminka line on July 6. Geolocated footage published on July 6 indicates that Russian forces recently marginally advanced east of Pishchane (southeast of Kupyansk) during a roughly reinforced platoon-sized mechanized assault in the area.[32] A Ukrainian military observer stated that Russian forces were unable to advance further during the mechanized assault due to dense Ukrainian minefields and artillery fire in the area.[33] Russian forces continued assaults northeast of Kupyansk near Synkivka; east of Kupyansk near Petropavlivka; southeast of Kupyansk near Stelmakhivka; southwest of Svatove near Nevske, Makivka, and Hrekivka; west of Kreminka near Terny and Torske; and southwest of Kreminka near the Serebryanske forest area on July 5 and 6.[34]
Assessed Control of Terrain Around Luhansk Oblast as of July 6, 2024, 3:00 PM ET

*Geolocated footage posted on July 3 indicates that Ukrainian forces advanced southeast of Novoynohorivka.*

*Geolocated footage posted on July 6 indicates that Russian forces advanced toward Pishchane.*

*Geolocated footage posted on July 6 indicates that Russian forces advanced in central Spine.*

Map by George Barros, Illustration Staff, Washington University in St. Louis, NSC, and ISW.

**Significant Fighting in the past 24 Hours**

**Russian Ground Lines of Communication**

**Assessed Russian Advances in Ukraine**

**Claimed Ukrainian Counteroffensives**

**Assessed Russian-controlled Ukrainian Territory**

**Reported Ukrainian Partisan Warfare**

**Claimed Russian Control over Ukrainian Territory**

*Assessed Russian advances are areas where ISW assesses Russian forces have operated in or launched attacks against but do not control.*

**Note:** A Russian source claimed on July 3 that Russian forces advanced 300 meters west of the railway line west of Lyman Pervyi as well as 500 meters in forest areas south of Vilkans in the Petropavlivka direction. A Russian source claimed on July 3 that Russian forces advanced 1.3 kilometers in the Makrivka direction as well as 1.6 kilometers east of Stelmakhivka.
Russian Subordinate Main Effort #3 – Donetsk Oblast (Russian objective: Capture the entirety of Donetsk Oblast, the claimed territory of Russia’s proxies in Donbas)

Russian forces recently advanced southeast of Siversk amid continued fighting in the area on July 6. Geolocated footage published on July 6 shows elements of the Russian 123rd Motorized Rifle Brigade (2nd Luhansk People's Republic Army Corps [LNR AC]) raising a flag within central Spirne (southeast of Siversk).[35] One milblogger claimed that Russian forces completely seized Spirne, but other milbloggers claimed that Ukrainian forces still maintain positions within the settlement.[36] Russian forces also continued attacks northeast of Siversk near Bilohorivka and south of Siversk near Vyimka on July 5 and 6.[37] Elements of the Russian 6th Motorized Rifle Brigade (2nd LNR AC) are reportedly operating near Bilohorivka, and elements of the 2nd Artillery Brigade (2nd LNR AC) reportedly operate near Berestove (southeast of Siversk).[38]

Russian forces continued offensive operations near Chasiv Yar on July 6, but there were no confirmed changes to the frontline. Russian forces continued ground attacks within eastern Chasiv Yar, north of Chasiv Yar near Kalynivka, east of Chasiv Yar near Ivanivske, and southeast of Chasiv Yar near Klishchiivka and Andriivka on July 5 and 6.[39] A Russian milblogger claimed that Russian forces are attempting to establish positions along the entirety of the east bank of the Siverskyi-Donets Donbas Canal after seizing Kanal Micraion (easternmost Chasiv Yar).[40] Elements of the Russian 98th Airborne (VDV) Division and 11th VDV Brigade continue to fight within eastern Chasiv Yar.[41]
Russian forces recently advanced in the Toretsk direction amid continued Russian offensive operations in the area on July 6. Geolocated footage published on July 6 indicates that Russian forces recently advanced into southwestern Niu York (south of Toretsk).

[42] Russian milbloggers claimed that Russian forces advanced up to 500 meters deep within southeastern Druzhba (east of Toretsk) and southern Pivnichne (east of Toretsk and south of Druzhba) and up to 800 meters deep within southern Niu York (south of Toretsk).

[43] Another milblogger claimed that Russian forces had seized half of Pivdenne (southeast of Toretsk).

[44] A Russian milblogger claimed that Russian forces are pressuring Ukrainian positions near the Zalizna railway station in southern Niu York.

[45] Russian forces also continued...
attacks near Zalizne (southeast of Toretsk) on July 6.[46] Elements of the Russian 9th Motorized Rifle Brigade (1st Donetsk People’s Republic [DNR] AC) are reportedly fighting near Yurivka (south of Niui York).[47]
Assessed Control of Terrain on Toretsk as of July 6, 2024, 3:00 PM ET

Map by George Barros, Katerina Stephancenko, Noel Mikkelsen, Daniel Meadle, Thomas Bergeron, Mitchell Becher, Tom Thacker, Benjamin Cordola, and Harrison Hurse. 2024 Institute for the Study of War and AEI’s Critical Threats Project

* Assessed Russian advances are areas where ISW assesses Russian forces have operated in or launched attacks against but do not control.

Note: A Russian source claimed on July 6 that Russian forces advanced toward Hobol, Chernishevka, and Moscovka Streets in Pivinchne. A Russian source claimed on July 6 that Russian forces seized half of Pivdenne. A Russian source claimed on July 3 that Russian forces advanced 2.92 kilometers deep in the southern part of Niu York.
Russian forces likely recently seized Sokil (northwest of Avdiivka) amid continued fighting near Avdiivka on July 6. Geolocated footage published on July 6 shows elements of the Russian "Black Hussars" detachment (15th Motorized Rifle Brigade, 2nd Combined Arms Army [CAA], Central Military District [CMD]) raising a flag in western Sokil, and the Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) claimed that Russian forces seized the settlement.[48] Russian milbloggers have previously claimed that Russian forces seized Sokil on June 29 and July 4.[49] Additional geolocated footage published on July 6 shows that Russian forces advanced west of Sokil towards Voskhod and marginally advanced within eastern Karlivka (west of Avdiivka).[50] Russian milbloggers claimed that Russian forces reached the outskirts of Voskhod; seized half of Yevhenivka (northwest of Avdiivka and west of Sokil); and advanced within Novooleksandrivka and towards Lozuvatske and Novoselivka Persha (all northwest of Avdiivka).[51] Elements of the Russian "Sparta" and "Somalia" battalions (1st DNR AC) are reportedly fighting near Yasnobrodovka (west of Avdiivka), and elements of the Russian 74th Motorized Rifle Brigade (41st CAA, CMD) are reportedly fighting in the Avdiivka direction.[52] Russian forces also continued fighting northwest of Avdiivka near Vozdvuzhenka, Prohres, and Kalynove; west of Avdiivka near Umanske and Netaylove; and southwest of Avdiivka near Nevelske.[53] The Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian forces in the Pokrovsk (Avdiivka) direction are focusing on advancing towards Novooleksandrivka and Novoselivka Persha and that Russian forces conducted at least 20 attacks in these directions on July 5 and 6.[54]
Russian forces continued offensive operations west and southwest of Donetsk City on July 6, but there were no confirmed changes to the frontline in this area. Russian milbloggers claimed that Russian forces advanced between 300 and 500 meters within Krasnogorivka (west of Donetsk City), but ISW has not observed confirmation of these claims.[55] Russian forces conducted offensive operations west of Donetsk City near Krasnogorivka and Hrehorivka and southwest of Donetsk City near Pobieda, Kostyantynivka, Paraskoviivka, Vuhledar, and Vodyane on July 5 and 6.[56] A Russian milblogger claimed that Ukrainian forces unsuccessfully counterattacked in Paraskoviivka.[57] Elements of the
Russian 238th Artillery Brigade (8th CAA, Southern Military District [SMD]) and 5th Motorized Rifle Brigade (1st DNR AC) are reportedly operating near Krasnohorivka.[58]
Assessed Control of Terrain Around Donetsk as of July 6, 2024, 3:00 PM ET

- Geolocated footage posted on July 6 indicates that Russian forces advanced in central Spirne.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 5 indicates that Russian forces advanced into central Nizhny.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 6 indicates that Russian forces seized Sotki.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 2 indicates that Russian forces advanced in Khrivka.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 3 indicates that Russian forces advanced in central Krasnokhvilka.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 2 indicates that Russian forces advanced east of Voskhod.
- Geolocated footage posted on July 2 and 3 indicates that Russian forces advanced into northeastern Druzhba and southeastern Pinvichne.

Note: A Russian source claimed on July 3 that Russian forces advanced 2.92 kilometers deep in the southern part of Nizhny. A Russian source claimed on July 3 that Russian forces advanced almost two kilometers east of Vuhledar.
Positional engagements continued in the Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast border area south of Velyka Novosilka near Staromayorske, Urozhaine, and Makarivka on July 6.[59]

Ukrainian Mariupol Mayoral Advisor Petro Andryushchenko reported on July 6 that Ukrainian forces struck a Russian military camp along the coastline southwest of Urzuf (between occupied Mariupol, Donetsk Oblast and Berdyansk, Zaporizhia Oblast) and inflicted unspecified personnel casualties.[60] ISW has not observed confirmation of this reported strike.

**Russian Supporting Effort – Southern Axis (Russian objective: Maintain frontline positions and secure rear areas against Ukrainian strikes)**

Russian forces continued ground assaults near Robotyne and Novodanylivka (north of Robotyne), east of Mala Tokmachka (northeast of Robotyne), and northwest of Verbove (east of Robotyne) in western Zaporizhia Oblast on July 5 and 6.[61]
Russian forces continued ground attacks in the east (left) bank of Kherson Oblast, including northwest of Kozachi Laheri (northeast of Kherson City) and on the islands in the Dnipro River on July 5 and 6. [62]
Russian Air, Missile, and Drone Campaign (Russian Objective: Target Ukrainian military and civilian infrastructure in the rear and on the frontline)

Russian forces conducted a series of drone and missile strikes against Ukraine on July 5 and 6. Ukrainian Air Force Commander Lieutenant General Mykola Oleshchuk reported that Russian forces
launched 27 Shahed-136/131 drones from occupied Crimea and Kursk Oblast on the night of July 5 to 6 and that Ukrainian forces destroyed 24 Shahed drones over Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava, Zaporizhia, Kherson, Kharkiv, Donetsk, Sumy, Chernihiv, Vinnytsia, Kyiv, Kirovohrad, and Mykolaiv oblasts.[63] The Sumy Oblast Military Administration reported that Russian Shahed drones damaged energy infrastructure in Sumy Oblast and disrupted power to several raions.[64] The Ukrainian Air Force reported that Ukraine's Southern Air Command downed five Russian Kh-59 cruise missiles during the day on July 5.[65] Russian sources, including the Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD), published footage claiming to show a Russian Iskander-M ballistic missile striking a Ukrainian S-300 air defense system near Koptiv, Poltava Oblast on July 5 and purportedly destroying two S-300 launchers, a combat control cabin, transport vehicles, and the system's personnel.[66]

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky reported that Russian forces launched over 600 glide bombs, 60 Shahed drones, and 40 missiles of various types against targets in Ukraine between roughly June 29 and July 5.[67]

**Russian Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts (Russian objective: Expand combat power without conducting general mobilization)**

Russian federal subjects (regions) continue to increase monetary incentives to recruit contract soldiers (kontraktniki). Tatarstan President Rustam Minnikhanov stated on July 5 that Tatarstan will increase one-time payments to 1.05 million rubles (about $12,000) for kontraktniki who sign contracts before July 31.[68] This one-time payment has roughly doubled, as Tatarstan previously paid kontraktniki 505,000 rubles (about $5,700).

**Russian Technological Adaptations (Russian objective: Introduce technological innovations to optimize systems for use in Ukraine)**

Nothing significant to report.

**Ukrainian Defense Industrial Efforts (Ukrainian objective: Develop its defense industrial base to become more self-sufficient in cooperation with US, European, and international partners)**

*ISW is not publishing coverage of Ukrainian defense industrial efforts today.*

**Activities in Russian-occupied areas (Russian objective: Consolidate administrative control of annexed areas; forcibly integrate Ukrainian citizens into Russian sociocultural, economic, military, and governance systems)**

*ISW is not publishing coverage of activities in Russian-occupied areas today.*

**Russian Information Operations and Narratives**

A prominent Kremlin-affiliated Russian milblogger presented Armenian efforts to cooperate with the European Union and the United States as threats to Armenian security and sovereignty on July 6.[69] The milblogger has previously heavily amplified protests critical of Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan and likely hopes that claims about the alleged threat of Western cooperation will
generate further criticism about Pashinyan within Armenia that favors Russia's goal to reverse Armenia's turn away from security and political relations with Russia.[70]

The Kremlin continues to use narratives about alleged discrimination against Russian citizens abroad as conditions setting for possible escalations with Western countries. The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) stated on July 5 that Belarus and Russia submitted a joint report to the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) about Western countries infringing on human rights, specifically against Russian citizens.[71] The Russian State Duma and Federation Council adopted a joint statement on July 3 to suspend the Russian Federal Assembly's participation in the OSCE's Parliamentary Assembly.[72]

A Kremlin-affiliated ultranationalist milblogger expressed concerns on July 6 about Turkey using possible future membership in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) to promote the Turkic Council and increase Turkish influence in Central Asia and the South Caucasus.[73] Russian President Vladimir Putin has highlighted the SCO as a possible cornerstone for his proposed alternative "Eurasian security architecture," but the milblogger's concern suggests that some Russian ultranationalists may be wary about who is included in the "Eurasian security architecture."[74]

**Significant activity in Belarus (Russian efforts to increase its military presence in Belarus and further integrate Belarus into Russian-favorable frameworks and Wagner Group activity in Belarus)**

Belarus continues to deepen its ties to the People's Republic of China (PRC). The Belarusian Ministry of Defense (MoD) stated on July 6 that military personnel from the PRC arrived in Belarus to participate in joint counterterrorism exercises from July 8 to 19.[75] Belarusian Foreign Minister Maxim Ryzhenkov arrived in the PRC on July 6 to meet with PRC Foreign Minister Wang Yi, the China International Development Cooperation Agency, and the International Department of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party from July 6 to 9.[76]

**Note:** ISW does not receive any classified material from any source, uses only publicly available information, and draws extensively on Russian, Ukrainian, and Western reporting and social media as well as commercially available satellite imagery and other geospatial data as the basis for these reports. References to all sources used are provided in the endnotes of each update.
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